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MINERAN INFLUENCE
PN Burrows uncovers the deadly aliens
that threaten to take over the world

“You are all unpredictably dangerous and you will turn on the rest of the universe...”
PN Burrows’ fast-paced, imaginative science fiction thriller, Mineran Influence, draws the reader into new worlds and
cultures from the opening page. Thus, the first book in this ‘Mineran’ questions how ex-solider, Sam, reacts when he
stumbles across a mysterious alien presence in rural Wales. Join him on his journey as he comes face to face with his
greatest challenge yet...
Whilst questioning his beliefs and everything he has been previously told, Sam soon finds himself embroiled in
intrigue, alien technology, assassination attempts and conflicts that threaten more than his own life. Despite meeting
new friends, he is quickly caught up in a web of intrigue as he seeks the truth behind the deadly alien life forms.
Learning that there is much more in the universe that ordinally thought, Sam embarks on a journey that will change
him forever...
“I have wanted to write the Mineran Series for years [...] I found my imagination for plots and scenarios engrossing”,
comments PN Burrows.
PN BURROWS was born in England and raised in Wales. He has worked as an IT Consultant and a Business Advisor. In his spare
time, he loves to read and particulary enjoys thriller and sci-fi fiction. PN Burrows also enjoys working his way through a
comprehensive bucket list with his fiancée, Cath, where typical activities include canoeing and participating in axe throwing lessons.

Mineran Influence is the first book in the Mineran Series.
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